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aspect is called amigahara. With the passage of time, Nishinomiya Taiiku-Shichōmei Community hosted a special event: introducing a new word of the year.
Nishinomiya Taiiku-Shichōmei Community, the club of Nishinomiya Taiiku, held its vote on the club website to draw the new word of the year as “amigahara” on
October 31. According to the special event announcement from the club, “We’ve arrived at the final decision of the new word and it’s time to celebrate! For this
reason, we decided to invite the people who work for us as ‘amigahara’.” The list of ‘amigahara’ people is as follows:1. Field of the Invention This invention relates
to devices for measuring a quantity of fluids which are incompressible, i.e., fluids which do not change volume with changes in temperature, pressure and other
environmental changes. More particularly, the present invention relates to such a device which utilizes the deflection of a beam in a closed circuit or loop of a fluid.
2. Description of the Prior Art Devices for the measurement of such incompressible fluids are known in the art. Such devices typically measure a change in a
quantity of a sample of the fluid, such as a change in pressure of a pressurized fluid. Such pressure-
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